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Tisua Line 

Exquisite lighting series 
for creative designers

optionally available with a 
bluetooth chip to control by 
iPhone and Android. 
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Tisua Line

Smart LED lights in an 
exciting design. 
For new perspectives.
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Light is an elixir of life for all the senses. 
Moreover, it makes moods visible.
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LED light: efficient and with high color rendering index
Sustainable LED technology has been perfected for the Tisua Line luminaires. With 6/7 less energy consumption than 

conventional bulbs, the LED lights are also particularly economical and sustainable. To ensure that you have beautiful 

room light, we only use LEDs with a high color rendering index> 90.

Light is just a matter of attitude
The light rings are individually movable in most lights,  So that the lighting can always be individually aligned.

Milled from one piece for high quality
The high-quality lights are manufactured in our Munich factory,  

made of solid aluminum, milled from the whole and meet the highest quality standards.

Refined with the finishing touch
The aluminum surface of the Tisua Line luminaires  

is finished with a satin finish and diamond surface finishing. On request also available in other surfaces.

For a quarter of a century and beyond
The high-speed LEDs are thermally conductive glued to the light ring, and have an expected life of 25,000 hours, for 

25 years of light in the private sector. Afterwards, we can change the LEDs on request, one of the advantages of the 

Munich light manufacturer Sigllicht. Of course, all our Tisua Line  Lights have a 5-year warranty.

Reduction for maximum effect
The purist design in combination with the special LED light in the light rings 
makes our lights from the Tisua Line to timeless 
Style icons that enhance every style of decor and every room. Convince your-
self of the design that has no equal!

Puristic

LIGHT:DESIGN

Light:White   Page 32-49

LED light as beautiful as halogen light

Light:AURA   Page 10-31

Light with benefit through the integrated LightModul

With the integrated LightModul you can adjust brightness and light color directly at the lumi-
naire. Choose between two light color variants. Variable white light and colored ambience 
light:

Donua / Domua
Page 30-31

Dolorinua / Dolorimua
Page 10-21

Dilinanua
Page 46

Dilinonua
Page 47

Doxinua
Page 48

Dolimua
Page 44

Dolomua
Page  45

Dosinua / Dolua
Page 22-29

Dolinua
Page 42

Dolonua
Page 43

Dorinonua
Page 36

Dorimonua
Page 37

Dorinua
Page 38

Dorimua
Page 38

Dominua
Page 34

Doxrinua 360
Page 39

Doxrinua 180
Page 39

Dorninua
Page 40

Dorminua
Page 41
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Variable white light 
You can set the lighting accordingly so that you have the best possible light depending on your needs or the time of day: warm white 

light - similar to the light of an incandescent lamp - for a cozy and cozy lighting atmosphere (e.g. for the evening) or brilliant white light 

- similar to the light of a halogen lamp - for invigorating, factual lighting (e.g. for the morning). You can dim the direct light (down) and 

the room light (up) independently of each other.

Choosing the perfect light with the LightModul
1   Brightness for the brilliant white lighting (downwards) infinitely dimming

2   Select the desired white light shade (warm white or brilliant white) of the lighting

3   Brightness of the desired color of the room light (upwards) infinitely dimming

4   Press function key white tones 1 x set white tone down, press 2 x set white tone

        up; double-click joint operation below and above. 

Colorful ambient light
So that the special light aura comes into its own, use the different colors of the colored ambient light to transform your room into ever-

changing lighting moods! Brilliant white light is used for optimum down lighting. For the light up in the room you can perfectly stage your 

living climate with a unique variety of colors: Azure blue or ruby red or sun yellow or ... let yourself be surprised by the numerous possibilities!

Change the mood with the LightModul
1   Brightness for the brilliant white lighting (downwards) infinitely dimming

2   Select different shades of the desired  Color for the room lighting (upwards)

3   Brightness of the desired color of the room light (upwards) infinitely dimming

4   Activation of the last saved light situation

Colorful ambiance light 
optionally controllable 
with phone or tablet

Change the white tone  
With the LightModul.

The concept of light: Aura lights
Moods change, and so do the demands on the light of a room or a room zone. The light changes our well-
being. With the Tisua Line luminaire series, we want to give you the opportunity to create exactly the light 
atmosphere that you need right now. Bright beautiful white for the dull days, colored ambiance light for the 
special hours.

Light changes the room experience. The light changes the impression and the atmosphere of a room like no 
other element. With the Tisua Line light series, you have the opportunity to indirectly illuminate your room. 
This will open it up and make it bright and friendly or you will illuminate with the direct light portion only the 
zone you need, bright for reading or muted for the leisurely hours.

You get all the light: Aura lights of the Tisua Line collection with colored ambient light or in variable white light.

Light control through the LightModul...

Forward-looking

LIGHT:TECHNOLOGY

... or optionally controllable with a bluetooth chip
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Gives rooms a soul.

Light is an effective medium to create a harmonious 
mood. The space can be seen as a body. Light is 
breathed into the anatomy of the room and a light 
forms the heartbeat. You do not perceive it every 
second, but it is always there and controls the well-
being. 

With DOLORIMUA and DOLORINUA, discover lights 
that fill every room with life through their special 
Light: Aura.

Puristic LIGHT:DESIGN

DOLORINUA  
DOLORIMUA

LIGHT:AURA
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Perfect  for a table length 
up to 2.0 meters

Delivery contents 

Each luminaire is supplied ready 
for connection with control gear 
(integrated for 110 V-230 V) and 2 m 
cable, so you can be positioned for 
rooms up to 3m to the ideal table 
lamp height of 1.5m above the floor.

On request also in black or white 
version and with longer cable 
available. 

The game of lamp heads

The light rings are individually 
movable upwards so that the lighting 
can always be individually aligned.

DOLORINUA
With the closed metal panel at the light 
rings provides a directional light, which 
allows optimal, targeted lighting on the 
table and up. 

DOLORIMUA
The light rings with a half-closed 
metal aperture also emit light from 
the sides, which broadens the light.

Choose exceptional.  
With DOLORINUA and DOLORIMUA.
A series of luminaires in which function and design merge. Discover the perfect luminaires for your 

individual lighting concept with the DOLORINUA and DOLORIMUA series. Whether DOLORINUA 

with closed metal panel or DOLORIMUA with semi-closed metal panel, you can always be sure to 

enjoy a very special lighting concept

The right one for every table and every possibility of fixing.

The lights are available in three different lengths and can easily be adjusted in height without 

cutting the cables. The ceiling mount is suitable for both straight and sloping ceilings and can be 

supplied without crossbar on request should a beam or other be in the way. An attachment without 

the ceiling mount is also possible if the power supply can be accommodated externally. Please 

contact us if you require an individual installation solution.

Perfect  for a table length of 2.0 
meters or more,suitable for tabels 
up to 3.0 meters

Perfect  for a table length 
up to 1.5 metersDOLORINUA

DOLORIMUA

DOLORINUA: Winner of the Bavarian 
State Award for special design and 
technical achievements in craftmanship 
2013

The LightModul

The lights with colored ambience 
light are also available with a 
Bluetooth chip for operation via 
iPhone or Android phones.

If your light outlet is not 
centered or disturbing a 
beam, we also deliver the light 
one-sidedly. (Extra charge 
119, - Euro)

If your table position changes, we 
also deliver the lamp rotatable around 
the central axis.
(Extra charge 476, -Euro)

SwivelingSpecial application
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DOLORINUA
 with colorful ambiance-light1

Dolorinua 800 
Colorful ambiance-light
Alu silkpat
downward 6 x 3W 1350 Lm warmwhite
up                6 x 9W 3600 Lm RGB

Retail price 8300 1610 00 8300 1610 00 B

with Bluetooth

plus VAT 1920,00 Euro 2170,00 Euro

 

Guaranteed quality :
To underline our high quality requirements, we grant you a guarantee of 5 years and 
safety of delivery for 10 years for all lights, system components and spare parts. Our 
lights include LEDs according to EU-Regulation 874/2012 efficiency class A.

Perfect  for a table length up to 1.5 meters

Dolorinua 1200 
Colorful ambiance-light
Alu silkpat
downward 8 x 3W 1800 Lm warmwhite
up                8 x 9W 4200 Lm RGB

Retail price 8300 1710 00 8300 1710 00 B

with Bluetooth

plus VAT 2280,00 Euro 2530,00 Euro

Perfect  for a table length up to 2.0 meters

optionally available with a bluetooth 
chip to control by iPhone and 
Android. 

LED CRI >90  3000K inside

1 colorful ambiance-light  (Page 8)

Dolorinua 1500 
Colorful ambiance-light
Alu silkpat
downward 10 x 3W 2250 Lm warmwhite
up                10 x 9W 6000 Lm RGB

Retail price 8300 1810 00 8300 1810 00 B

with Bluetooth

plus VAT 2640,00 Euro 2890,00 Euro

Perfect  for a table length of 2.0 meters or more
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Dolorinua 1200 
Variable white light
Alu silkpat
downward  8 x 6W 1800 Lm white / amber
up                 8 x 6W 1800 Lm white / amber

Retail price 8300 1710 01 8300 1710 01 B

with Bluetooth

plus VAT 2280,00 Euro 2530,00 Euro

Perfect  for a table length up to 2.0 meters

Dolorinua 1500 
Variable white light
Alu silkpat
downward  10 x 6W 2250 Lm white / amber
up                 10 x 6W 2250 Lm white / amber

Retail price 8300 1810 01 8300 1810 01 B

with Bluetooth

plus VAT 2640,00 Euro 2890,00 Euro

Perfect  for a table length of 2.0 meters or more

Dolorinua 800 
Variable white light
Alu silkpat
downward 6 x 6W 1350 Lm white / amber
up                6 x 6W 1350 Lm white / amber

Retail price 8300 1610 01 8300 1610 01 B

with Bluetooth

plus VAT 1920,00 Euro 2170,00 Euro

Perfect  for a table length up to 1.5 meters

DOLORINUA
 with variable white light 2

LED CRI >90  3000K inside

optionally available with a bluetoo-
th chip to control by iPhone and 
Android. 

2 Variable white light (Page 9)

Guaranteed quality: 

To underline our high quality requirements, we grant you a guarantee of 5 years and 
safety of delivery for 10 years for all lights, system components and spare parts. Our 
lights include LEDs according to EU-Regulation 874/2012 efficiency class A.
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Dolorimua 800 
Colorful ambiance-light
Alu silkpat
downward 6 x 3W 1350 Lm warmwhite
up                6 x 9W 3600 Lm RGB

Retail price 8300 1820 00 8300 1820 00 B

with Bluetooth

plus VAT 1920,00 Euro 2170,00 Euro

DOLORIMUA
 with colorful ambiance-light1

Perfect for a table length up to 1.5 meters

Dolorimua 1500 
Colorful ambiance-light
Alu silkpat
downward 10 x 3W 2250 Lm warmwhite
up                10 x 9W 6000 Lm RGB

Retail price 8300 1850 00 8300 1850 00 B

with Bluetooth

plus VAT 2640,00 Euro 2890,00 Euro

Perfect for a table length of 2.0 meters or more

Perfect  for a table length up to 2.0 meters

Dolorimua 1200 
Colorful ambiance-light
Alu silkpat
downward 8 x 3W 1800 Lm warmwhite
up                8 x 9W 4200 Lm RGB

Retail price 8300 1840 00 8300 1840 00 B

with Bluetooth

plus VAT 2280,00 Euro 2530,00 Euro

optionally available with a bluetooth 
chip to control by iPhone and 
Android. 

LED CRI >90  3000K inside

1 colorful ambiance-light  (Page 8)

Guaranteed quality: 

To underline our high quality requirements, we grant you a guarantee of 5 years and 
safety of delivery for 10 years for all lights, system components and spare parts. Our 
lights include LEDs according to EU-Regulation 874/2012 efficiency class A.
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Perfect  for a table length up to 2.0 meters

Dolorimua 1200 
Variable white light
Alu silkpat 
downward 8 x 6W 1800 Lm white /amber
 up               8 x 6W 1800 Lm whiteß /amber

Retail price 8300 1840 01 8300 1840 01 B

with Bluetooth

plus VAT 2280,00 Euro 2530,00 Euro

Perfect  for a table length of 2.0 meters or more

Dolorimua 1500 
Variable white light
Alu silkpat
downward 10 x 6W 2250 Lm white /amber
up                10 x 6W 2250 Lm white /amber
 

Retail price 8300 1850 01 8300 1850 01 B

with Bluetooth

plus VAT 2640,00 Euro 2890,00 Euro

DOLORIMUA
 with variable white light 2

Dolorimua 800 
Variable white light
Alu silkpat
downward 6 x 6W 1350 Lm white /amber
up                6 x 6W 1350 Lm white /amber

Retail price 8300 1820 01 8300 1820 01 B

with Bluetooth

plus VAT 1920,00 Euro 2170,00 Euro

Perfect  for a table length up to 1.5 meters

LED CRI >90  3000K inside

optionally available with a bluetooth 
chip to control by iPhone and 
Android. 

2 Variable white light (Page 9)

Guaranteed quality: 

underline our high quality requirements, we grant you a guarantee of 5 years and 
safety of delivery for 10 years for all lights, system components and spare parts. Our 
lights include LEDs according to EU-Regulation 874/2012 efficiency class A.
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Gives the right vibration to quiet zones.

Dosinua and Dolua, two special floor lamps from the 
Tisua Line collection. 
Enchant every seat and reading corner with their 
special light. Individually adjustable in light color and 
intensity depending on the mood on the integrated 
LightModul or via mobile phone and tablet via the 
optionally available Bluetooth module. Of course, the 
indirect room light can be regulated and adjusted 
separately from the direct reading light.

The lights are available with the colored ambience 
light or the variable white light.

DOSINUA DOLUA

Delivery contents 

The luminaires made of 
aluminum are delivered 
ready for connection with 
operating device (integrated 
for 110 V-230 V) and have 
a height of 1800mm. The 
lamp base has a diameter of 
308mm. On request also in 
black or white version and 
if desired instead of a stand 
available with a wall bracket.

STYLE: ICONS
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Dolua
Colorful ambiance-light
Alu silkpat
downward 2 x 6W 900 Lm  warmwhite
up                2 x 9W 1350 Lm RGB  

Floor lights dimmable in two steps

Retail price 8400 5510 00 8400 5510 00 B

with Bluetooth

plus VAT 1670,00 Euro 1920,00 Euro

optionally available with a 
bluetooth chip to control by 
iPhone and Android. 

DOLUA
 with colorful ambiance-light1

LED CRI >90  3000K inside

Guaranteed quality: 

underline our high quality 
requirements, we grant you a 
guarantee of 5 years and safety of 
delivery for 10 years for all lights, 
system components and spare parts. 
Our lights include LEDs according to 
EU-Regulation 874/2012 efficiency 
class A.

1 colorful ambiance-light  (Page 8)

Floor lamp 
As a central eye-catcher
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optionally available 
with a bluetooth chip to 
control by iPhone and 
Android. 

Dolua
Variable white light
Alu silkpat
downward  2 x 6W 900 Lm white /amber
up                 2 x 6W 900 Lm white /amber

Floor lights dimmable in two steps

Retail price 8400 5500 00 8400 5500 00 B

with Bluetooth

plus VAT 1670,00 Euro 1920,00 Euro

LED CRI >90  3000K inside

DOLUA
 with variable white light 2

2 Variable white light (Page 9)

Guaranteed quality: 

To underline our high quality requirements, we grant you a 
guarantee of 5 years and safety of delivery for 10 years for all 
lights, system components and spare parts. Our lights include 
LEDs according to EU-Regulation 874/2012 efficiency class A.
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Quaranteed quality: 

To underline our high quality 
requirements, we grant you a 

guarantee of 5 years and safety of 
delivery for 10 years for all lights, 

system components and spare parts. 
Our lights include LEDs according to 

EU-Regulation 874/2012 efficiency 
class A.

optionally available with a bluetooth 
chip to control by iPhone and 
Android. 

DOSINUA
 with colorful ambiance-light1

Upon request, you will also receive the 
translucent shade with colored LEDs

(Image to the right)

Dosinua
Colorful ambiance-light
Alu silkpat
downward  3 x 3W 675 Lm warmwhite
up                 3 x 9W 1800 Lm RGB

Floor lights dimmable in two steps

Retail price 8400 1900 00 8400 1900 00 B

with Bluetooth

plus VAT 1480,00 Euro 1730,00 Euro

Dosinua
VVariable white light
Alu silkpat
downward  3 x 6W 675 Lm white /  amber
up                 3 x 6W 675 Lm white  /amber

Floor lights dimmable in two steps

Retail price 8400 1900 01 8400 1900 01 B

with Bluetooth

plus VAT 1480,00 Euro 1730,00 Euro
optionally available with a 

bluetooth chip to control by 
iPhone and Android. 

Floor lamps:The decora-
tive elegance

LED CRI >90  3000K insideLED CRI >90  3000K inside

DOSINUA
  with variable white light 2

1 colorful ambiance-light  (Page 8) 2 2 Variable white light (Page 9)
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Donua
VVariable white light 
Alu silkpat

6 x 6W 900 Lm  white/ /amber

Wall light dimmable twice

Retail price 8500 0000 01 8500 0000 01 B

with Bluetooth

plus VAT 1085,00 Euro 1335,00 Euro

DONUA
 with variable white light 2

DONUA
 with colorful ambiance-light1

LED CRI >90  3000K inside

Donua
Colorful ambiance-light
Alu silkpat
3 x 3W 450 Lm warmwhite
3 x 9W 1800 Lm RGB

Wall light dimmable twice

Retail price 8500 0000 00 8500 0000 00 B

with Bluetooth

plus VAT 1085,00 Euro 1335,00 Euro

LED CRI >90  3000K inside

optionally available with a 
bluetooth chip to control 

by iPhone and Android. 

Domua
Colorful ambiance-light
Alu silkpat
3 x 3W 450 Lm  warmwhite
3 x 9W 1800 Lm RGB

Wall light dimmable twice

Retail price 8500 1000 00 8500 1000 00 B

with Bluetooth

plus VAT 1085,00 Euro 1335,00 Euro

Domua
VVariable white light
Alu silkpat

6 x 6W 900 Lm white/ amber

Wall light dimmable twice

DOMUA
 with colorful ambiance-light1

Delivery contents 

Each luminaire is supplied ready for connection with control gear (integrated for 110 V-230 V) 
On request also in black or white version and with more or less luminous rings 

DOMUA
 with variable white light 2

1 colorful ambiance-light  (Page 8) 2 Variable white light (Page 9)

Guaranteed quality: 

Underline our high quality requirements, we grant you a guarantee of 5 years and safety of delivery for 10 years for all lights, 
system components and spare parts. Our lights include LEDs according to EU-Regulation 874/2012 efficiency class A.

Retail price 8500 1000 01 8500 1000 01 B

mit Bluetooth

plus VAT 1085,00 Euro 1335,00 Euro
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LED LIGHT AS 
BEAUTIFUL AS 
HALOGEN LIGHT

LICHT:WEISS

White light makes rooms 
Bright and experience able.

White light is the most natural light  
That the human eye knows. It is especially nice 
when it has the same light radiation as the sun-
light or the halogen incandescent light. The LEDs 
we use have not only a high light output and a 
long life but also a very high quality of light to 
offer, so you feel good every day.

Delivery contents 

Each luminaire is supplied ready for connection with control gear (integrated 
for 110 V-230 V) 

Also available as special versions  with external operating equipment on 
request for commercial property. Surfaces available in black or white on 
request.
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TISUA LINE

DOMINUA
Wall and ceiling lamp - light intensive  
And versatile up and down radiant 
As well as infinitely dimmable

Dominua
Alu silkpat
8100 8500 00
Lighting type : LED 
2 x 6W 900 Lm warmwhite

Retail price:
485,00 Euro zzgl. MwSt.

optional with colour Leds

Additional charge: 
65,00 Euro Plus VAT 

LED CRI >90  3000K inside

Guaranteed quality: 

Underline our high quality 
requirements, we grant you a 
guarantee of 5 years and safety of 
delivery for 10 years for all lights, 
system components and spare parts. 
Our lights include LEDs according to 
EU-Regulation 874/2012 efficiency 
class A.

dimmable
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DOMINUA
Wall and ceiling lamp - light intensive  
And versatile up and down radiant 
As well as infinitely dimmable

TISUA LINE

Dominua
Alu silkpat
8100 8500 00
Lighting type : LED 
2 x 6W 900 Lm warmwhite

Retail price:
485,00 Euro zzgl. MwSt.

optional with colour Leds

Additional charge: 
65,00 Euro Plus VAT 

LED CRI >90  3000K inside

Guaranteed quality: 

Underline our high quality 
requirements, we grant you a 
guarantee of 5 years and safety of 
delivery for 10 years for all lights, 
system components and spare parts. 
Our lights include LEDs according to 
EU-Regulation 874/2012 efficiency 
class A.

dimmable
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DOMINUA
Wall and ceiling lamp - light intensive  
And versatile up and down radiant 
As well as infinitely dimmable

TISUA LINE

Dominua
Alu silkpat
8100 8500 00
Lighting type : LED 
2 x 6W 900 Lm warmwhite

Retail price:
485,00 Euro zzgl. MwSt.

optional with colour Leds

Additional charge: 
65,00 Euro Plus VAT 

LED CRI >90  3000K inside

Guaranteed quality: 

Underline our high quality 
requirements, we grant you a 
guarantee of 5 years and safety of 
delivery for 10 years for all lights, 
system components and spare parts. 
Our lights include LEDs according to 
EU-Regulation 874/2012 efficiency 
class A.

dimmable
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Dorimonua
Alu silkpat
8200 7700 00
Lighting type : LED 
2 x 4W 600 Lm warmwhite

Wall light  

Retail price:

395,00 Euro Plus VAT 

Dorinonua
Alu silkpat
8200 7500 00
Lighting type : LED 
2 x 4W 600 Lmwarmwhite

Wall light  

Retail price:

395,00 Euro Plus VAT 

DORINONUA

Wall light  
Direct and indirect, 
yet small and di-
screet

LED CRI >90  3000K insideLED CRI >90  3000K inside

DORIMONUA

Guaranteed quality: 

Underline our high quality 
requirements, we grant you a 
guarantee of 5 years and safety of 
delivery for 10 years for all lights, 
system components and spare parts. 
Our lights include LEDs according to 
EU-Regulation 874/2012 efficiency 
class A.
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Dorinua 
Lighting type : LED  2 x 4 W 600 Lm
warmwhite
Alu silkpat 
8100 7500 00 Dorinua 120,  
A=90 mm 
8100 7510 00 Dorinua 180, 
A=155 mm 
8100 7520 00 Dorinua 360,  
A=335 mm

Retail price

395,00 Euro plus VAT 

Dorimua 
Lighting type : LED  2 x 4 W 600 Lm 
warmwhite
Alu silkpat 
8100 7700 00 Dorinua 120,  
A=90 mm 
8100 7710 00 Dorinua 180, 
A=155 mm 
8100 7720 00 Dorinua 360,  
A=335 mm

DORIMUA

DORINUA

Retail price

395,00 Euro plus VAT 

Ceiling Lights  
Can be rotated  
and tilted

Guaranteed quality:  Underline our high quality requirements, we grant you a guarantee of 5 years and safety of delivery for 10 years for all lights, 
system components and spare parts. Our lights include LEDs according to EU-Regulation 874/2012 efficiency class A.

LED CRI >90  3000K inside

Doxrinua 180
Lighting type : LED  2 x 3 W 450 Lm 
warmwhite
Alu silkpat
8100 8200 00

Retail price

395,00 Euro plus VAT 

Doxrinua 360
Lighting type : LED  4 x 3 W 900 Lm 
warmwhite
Alu silkpat
8100 8400 00

Retail price

545,00 Euro plus VAT 

DOXRINUA 360

DOXRINUA 180

LED CRI >90  3000K inside
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DORMINUA

Dorminua
Lighting type  LED 4 x 4 W 1200 Lm 
warmwhite
Alu silkpat
8400 7700 00

Retail price

750,00 Euro plus VAT

LED CRI >90  3000K inside

DORNINUA

Floor lamps 
puristic and 
slim

Dorninua 
Lighting type LED 4 x 4 W 1200 Lm 
warmwhite
Alu silkpat
8400 7500 00 

Retail price

750,00 Euro plus VAT 

LED CRI >90  3000K inside

Guaranteed quality: 

To underline our high quality requi-
rements, we grant you a guarantee 
of 5 years and safety of delivery 
for 10 years for all lights, system 
components and spare parts. Our 
lights include LEDs according to 
EU-Regulation 874/2012 efficiency 
class A.
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Dolonua 
Lighting type :  LED 4 x 4 W 1200 Lm
warmwhite
Alu silkpat
8300 1320 00

Retail price

640,00 Euro plus VAT 

DOLONUA

LED CRI >90  3000K inside

Cable length 2m on request also 
available longer

DOLINUA

Dolinua
Lighting type LED 2 x 4 W 600 Lm
warmwhite
Alu silkpat
8300 1200 00

Retail price:
450,00 Euro plus VAT

Pendant lights 
Single or double

LED CRI >90  3000K inside
Guaranteed quality: 

Underline our high quality requirements, we grant you a guarantee of 5 years 
and safety of delivery for 10 years for all lights, system components and spare 
parts. Our lights include LEDs according to EU-Regulation 874/2012 efficiency 
class A.Cable length 2m on request also 

available longer

TISUA LINE
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LED CRI >90  3000K inside

Dolomua
Lighting type  LED 4 x 4 W 1200 Lm
warmwhite
Alu silkpat
8300 1540 00

Retail price

640,00 Euro plus VAT 

Cable length 2m on request also 
available longer

DOLOMUA

Pendant lights 
Single or double

DOLIMUA

Dolimua 
Lighting type  LED 2 x 4 W 600 Lm
warmwhite
Alu silkpat
8300 1420 00

Retail price

450,00 Euro plus VAT

LED CRI >90  3000K inside

Guaranteed quality: 

To underline our high quality requirements, we grant you a guarantee of 5 years 
and safety of delivery for 10 years for all lights, system components and spare 
parts. Our lights include LEDs according to EU-Regulation 874/2012 efficiency 
class A.

Cable length 2m on request also 
available longer

TISUA LINE
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DILINONUA

Dilinonua
Lighting type  LED 4 x 6 W 1800 Lm
warmwhite
Alu silkpat
8300 1340 00 

Retail price:

825,00 Euro plus VAT 

LED CRI >90  3000K inside

Cable length 2m on request also 
available longer

DILINANUA

Pendant lights 
glarefree and bright up 
and down

Dilinanua
Lighting type  LED 2 x 6 W 900 Lm
warmwhite
Alu silkpat
8300 1220 00

Retail price:

690,00 Euro plus VAT 

LED CRI >90  3000K inside

Guaranteed quality: 

underline our high quality 
requirements, we grant you a 
guarantee of 5 years and safety of 
delivery for 10 years for all lights, 
system components and spare parts. 
Our lights include LEDs according to 
EU-Regulation 874/2012 efficiency 
class A.

Cable length 2m on request also 
available longer

TISUA LINE
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Doxinua 1500
Lighting type  LED 5 x 6 W 2250 Lm
warmwhite
Alu silkpat
8300 1930 00

Retail price

1490,00 Euro plus VAT 

LED CRI >90  3000K inside

Guaranteed quality: 

underline our high quality 
requirements, we grant you a 
guarantee of 5 years and safety of 
delivery for 10 years for all lights, 
system components and spare parts. 
Our lights include LEDs according to 
EU-Regulation 874/2012 efficiency 
class A.

LED CRI >90  3000K inside

Doxinua 800
Lighting type  LED 3 x 6 W 1350 Lm
warmwhite
Alu silkpat
8300 1900 00

Retail price

990,00 Euro plus VAT 

Doxinua 1200 
Lighting type LED 4 x 6 W 1800 Lm
warmweiß
Alu silkpat
8300 1920 00

Retail price

1290,00 Euro plus VAT 

LED CRI >90  3000K inside

Pendant lights DOXINUA

Delivery contents 

Each luminaire is supplied ready 
for connection with control gear 
(integrated for 110 V-230 V) and 2 m 
cable, so you can be positioned for 
rooms up to 3m to the ideal table 
lamp height of 1.5m above the floor.

On request also with longer cable 
available. 
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SiglLicht stands for the highest quality since 1986
Handcrafted production, individual design and innovative technology are top priorities at SiglLicht. Our 

lights are therefore made with the greatest care and from the best materials for 30 years in our Munich 

factory. Due to our long experience, we can meet the highest quality standards and, thanks to our perso-

nal support respond to the special requests of our customers individually. Many other lighting ideas can 

also be found at  www.sigllicht.de .

„
 Light fascinates me since my youth. For me, a good lighting design only 

makes sense, although the light that gives the light to the person and the room 

is perfect. I am therefore particularly pleased that the Tisua Collection has 

succeeded in creating a symbiosis between a timeless luminaire body and the 

perfect light.  “Klaus Sigl
Owner and managing Director 
SiglLicht GmbH

MANUFACTURY
Discover the fascination of light live

In our modern showroom in Munich, you can let the lights work on you. We are happy to show you all functions 

personally and advise you individually! Just visit us or arrange your individual consultation on +49 8920119 46 

or info@sigllicht.de You can also find Sigllicht products throughout Germany at our selected retail partners. 

Simply at www.sigllicht.de find your dealer near you! 

Individually for you
In addition to our existing range of luminaires, we can also 

offer you special concepts and extensions - according to your 

individual lighting wishes and ideas. Just contact us! 

We are happy to advise you personally.

Opening hours  

of our showroom 

In the Körnerstraße 2a in Munich:

Monday to Friday: 9am – 5pm

Thursday: 9am – 8pm

Saturday 10am – 4pm 

(From October to the end of April)
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